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I.

Answer the following questions in a word, sentence or a phrase:
(12×1=12)
1. Why was the member from the man’s side not included in the commission?
2. What does the phrase 'dreary shower' suggest?
3. Whom did the author see tying the creeper to a nearby tree after watching the
news about Mara’s medicinal creeper?
4. Where did the narrator stay in the big city?
5. In “An Old Woman” poem, the old woman’s eyes are compared to _____?
6. Who goes to college in Behrampur?
7. What was Mara’s last request to the king in the lesson “Watchman of the lake”?
8. What remained even after the death of the farmer?
9. Who was Frederick's mother?
10. What does the old woman demand from the tourists for her service?
11. What favour did Jacopo ask from the author?
12. How was life once upon a time for the speaker in the poem “Do Not Ask of Me,
My Love”?
II. Answer any eight of the following choosing at least two from poems, in a paragraph of
80-100 words each.
(8x4= 32)
13. What plan was executed by the man to secure Justice for himself in 'The
Gentlemen of the Jungle” ?
14. Why does the school boy reject the traditional method of learning?
15. What was the story behind Mara's loss of teeth in ' Around a Medicinal Creeper'?
16. How does the stranger rescue the narrator in 'Oru Manushyan'?
17. What did the Goddess reveal to Mara when she appeared before him for the second
time?
18. Why does the farmer’s wife resolve to live after her husband's death?
19. What were the tragic experiences of Douglass as a slave in 'Fredrick Douglass'?
20. How did the speaker’s attitude undergo a change in the poem, ‘An old Woman’?
21. What tragic changes does war bring into the lives of the two boys in ‘Two
Gentlemen of Verona’?
22. Explain the harsh realities of life described by the poet in ‘Do Not Ask of Me, My
Love’?
III. Answer any one of the following in about 200 words.
(1x6=6)
23. Explain how Mara sacrificed his life to protect the entire village from destruction?
(OR)
Describe the poet’s effort to bring out the collective madness for money in
the poem, ‘Money Madness’?
(OR)
How does Babar Ali become a remarkable story amidst poverty? Explain.

IV. Read the following passage and answer the questions set on it.

(10x1=10)

Sundar Pichai, in full Pichai Sundararajan is an Indian – born American computer scientist and
executive who is the CEO of both Google,Inc. (2015) and its holding company Alphabet Inc (2019). As
a boy growing up in Chennai, Pichai slept with his brother in the living room of the cramped family
home,but his father an electrical engineer at the British multinational GEC saw that the boys received a
good education.
At an early age Pichai displayed an interest in technology and an extraordinary memory,
especially for telephone numbers.After earning a degree in metallurgy (B.Tech, 1993) and a silver
medal at the Indian institute of technology of Kharagpur, he was awarded a scholarship to study at
Stanford University M.S in engineering and materials science, (1995). He remained in the United States,
thereafter, working briefly for applied materials and then earning an M.B.A (2002) from the Wharton
School of University of Pennsylvania.
Following a short stint at the management consulting firm Mckinsey & Co., Pichai joined
Google in 2004 as the head of product management and development. He initially worked on the
Google Toolbar, which enabled those using the Microsoft Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox Web
browsers to easily access the Google search engine. Over the next few years, he was directly involved in
the development of Google’s own browser, Chrome which was released to public in 2008. That same
year Pichai was named Vice President of product development, and he began to take more active public
role. By 2012 he was a senior Vice President and two years later he was made product Chief over both
Google and Android smartphone operating system.
In 2011, Pichai reportedly was aggressively pursued for employment by Microblogging service
twitter and in 2014 he was touted as a possible CEO for Microsoft, but in both instances, he was granted
large financial packages to remain with Google. He was also known to have helped negotiate Google’s
$3.2 billion deal to acquire nest labs in 2014. Therefore, when Google co-founders Larry Page and
Sergey Brin announced the creation of Alphabet Inc in August 2015, it came as no surprise to industry
insiders that Pichai was named CEO of Google, which was reorganized as the subsidiary. In December
2019 he was also named CEO of Alphabet, replacing Page, who stepped down.
24. When was Google, Inc. established?
25. What was the profession of Sundar Pichai’s Father?
26. From which institution did Sundar Pichai earn a silver medal?
27. What did Pichai pursue at Stanford University?
28. Name Google’s own browser?
29. Who was named as the Vice president of product development?
30. Name the co-founders of Google?
31. Who was named as CEO of Alphabet in December 2019?
Pick out the antonyms for:
32. Attempt to sell
33. A person’s fixed or allotted period of work.
V. 34. (A) Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles and prepositions given in the
bracket.
(1x4 = 4)
_________ my earliest recollection, I date _______ entertainment of _______
deep conviction the slavery would not always be able _______ hold me within its
foul embrace.
(a, an, by, the, from, to)

(B) Fill in the blanks with the suitable form of verbs given in the brackets. (1x4 = 4)
35. I ________ (wait) outside until the boys _______ (rejoin) me, they _______
(drive) them back to city. They _______ (sit) beside me, not speaking in a
mood of quiet contentment.
(C) Rearrange the jumbled segments to form meaningful sentences

(1x3 = 3)

36.i) king/like/to/your/a/till/the/fellow/good/departs/keep/backyard.
ii) Around/ the procession/the church/ went.
iii) inevitable/of/mother/was/and/separation/the/child.
(D) Correct the following sentences and rewrite them

(1x2 = 2)

37. The furnitures cost ten thousand rupees.
38. Why you are so late, John?
(E) Rewrite as directed

(6x1 = 6)

Fill in the blank with appropriate verb given in the brackets
39. A classic blazer _____ (compliments, complements) a smart look.
40. All seats in this bus _____ (has/ have) numbers.
41. Glaring/ was/ Nicola/ at/ his/ younger/ brother? (Rearrange the jumbled
segments into Yes or No question)
42. We create our own tradition (Add a question tag)
43. I am thanking you for your help. (Correct the sentence)
44. Nicola and Jacopo sold wild strawberries on the outskirts of Verona. (Frame
‘Wh’ question so as to get the underlined words as answer)
V. 45. (A) Read the following schedule and answer the question set on it

(1x4 = 4)

Spice Jet flight – 0088

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Place
Arrival
Departure
Bangalore
11:15 hrs
Chennai
12:15 hrs
12:45 hrs
Hyderabad
15:15 hrs
16:00 hrs
Delhi
18:00 hrs
What is the name of the plane?
At what time will it depart to Bangalore?
When will the flight reach Hyderabad?
At what time does the flight leave Chennai?
46. (B) Write a letter to the Taluk Medical Officer requesting him to take measures
to check the spreading of Dengue in your locality
(1x5= 5)

VI. (A) Match the expressions under column A to its corresponding language functions under
column B.
(1x5= 5)
47.

A- Expressions

B-Functions

i) What you told may be right, but …

a) Introducing

ii) Thank you very much

b) Disagreeing

iii) John, this is David

c) Expressing gratitude

iv) Oh! My God

d) Greeting

v) Hello, Good Evening

e) Expressing Sympathy

(B) 48. Complete the dialogue

(1x4 = 4)

Interviewer: Welcome to Global Inc, David I am Michael.
Interviewee: ____________ meet you.
Interviewer:

Nice to meet you too, _____________?

Interviewee:

I am doing well, and yourself ?

Interviewer:

______________ I hope we didn’t keep you waiting for long?

Interviewee: ______________ to talk one of your engineers while waiting.

(C) 50. Dialogue writing

(1x3= 3)

Vinay purchases Ray -Ban sunglasses from a showroom. He later approaches the salesperson in
order to exchange his brand from Ray Ban to Burberry. Write a dialogue between Vinay and the
salesperson.
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